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family members. Certain members of the descent group might act as godparents 
to newborn children, or be responsible for harvesting crops when they ripen. A 
descent group may share a real ancestor or mythological ancestor, called a totem.

In some societies, descent is reckoned along one family line. This form of descent 
is called unilineal. There are two types of unilineal descent. Patrilineal descent is 
traced through the father’s bloodline. Matrilineal descent is traced through the 
mother’s. Only one lineage is responsible for the continuation of the family’s name 
and possessions, such as landholdings or other inherited items. One lineage may 
be responsible for giving certain gifts, hosting celebrations, or assistance during 
rites of passage.

Societies with unilineal descent encode differences in social roles with different 
terms for the same relations on either side of the family, such as father’s brother and 
mother’s brother. For instance, in Farsi, the official language of Iran, khaleh refers 
to one’s mother’s sister, and ammeh refers to one’s father’s sister.

Some languages in which respect is given to eldest members of the family, such 
as Cantonese, use different terms for those who are older than one’s parent and 
those who are younger. Both lineages have clearly defined, but different, roles and 
expectations that the different terminology identifies. The languages listed in Table 
7.2 are just a few of the many that use different terms to refer to people on differ-
ent sides of the family.

Some societies trace their genealogy through both the mother’s and father’s 
lines, called bilateral descent. The English language underscores this equality: we 

TABLE 7.2

Talking about families

language Aunt (maternal) Aunt (Paternal)

Arabic Khalto Amto

Farsi Khaleh Ammeh

Hindi-Jain Mosi Bua

Mandarin Yí Gu 

Cantonese Yìhma (if older than mother)

Yì (if younger than mother)

Gumà (if older than father)

Gujè (if younger than father)

Urdu Badi Khaala (if older than mother)

Choti Khaala (if younger than mother)

Badi P’hupoo (if older than mother)

Choti P’hupoo (if younger than mother)
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